ABSTRACT The heart is potentially a highly secured biometric modality. Although many templates have been proposed to be extracted from heart-signal for biometric authentication, they have yet to reach a single digit equal error rate (EER) of false matches and false non-matches when applied on large acrosssession data sets, where gallery and probe data are taken from different sessions. However, since different templates possess different strengths, the fusion of them has a great potential to improve the authentication performance. We propose an efficient template selection algorithm to select a suitable subset of templates from a given set to obtain a minimal EER. The fusion of the subset of templates selected by this algorithm from a set of seven state-of-the-art templates has obtained a significant 5% reduction of EER in authentication in our experiments on a large database of finger-based ECG signals captured in two different sessions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unlike traditional biometric modalities, the heart is potentially a highly secured biometric modality for authentication since it is confined in the structure of the body, making it difficult for the opportunists to forge, change, replicate, mimic etc. The electric signal produced by the heart can be captured in a non-invasive way from the body's surface using ECG sensors. Especially, good quality signals can be captured from fingers for biometric applications [1] , [2] , and hence it has a high potential of acceptability. Although electric signals produced by the heart consist of a fixed sequence of waves (e.g. P-wave, QRS complex and then T-wave) for all people, there are inter-individual variations among different waves in terms of amplitude and duration. Presumably, this is due to the differences in sizes, shapes, positions and structures of hearts of different persons. In fact, the heart-signal is found to be unique for each individual and stable over a long period of time [3] , [4] . In addition to the uniqueness, stability, acceptability and universality (each living person must have a beating heart), it offers a direct solution to the liveness detection [5] , [6] since it cannot be captured from deceased body parts or false modalities such as a gummy finger and a high-resolution video image in case of fingerprint and face recognition, respectively. Moreover, heart-signal captured from fingers can be fused with other modalities, especially with fingerprint [5] , [7] , [8] , to enhance security, performance, reusability, and acceptability. This is especially important for robust authentication in a scenario (e.g. online transaction) where the sensor is vulnerable to possible spoof attacks by fake biometric samples [9] .
At the very beginning of this century, the uniqueness and stability of heart-signal were discovered [3] , [10] . Since then biometric research community has been actively involved in finding out new techniques for authentication and identification of individuals using this modality. As a new modality, the main focus has been concentrated on the extraction of suitable features from heart-signal. Many temporal and morphological features can be extracted from a heartbeat waveform as fiducial and non-fiducial features [11] , [12] . Generally, multiple features are encoded into a biometric template (e.g. a feature vector), which is used for user authentication or identification. In the last decade, different types of templates based on fiducial [3] , [5] , [12] and non-fiducial [4] , [13] - [15] features have been reported. Since we are concerned with different types of templates, we use the term TempType in this paper to refer to all the templates of a particular type.
Recently, Odinaka et al. [11] tested the authentication performance of existing biometric TempTypes on a large database of single-lead heart-signal (ECG signal) and reported that the best performing TempType is yet to reach a single digit equal error rate (EER) of false matches and false non-matches when across-session data (gallery and probe data are from two different sessions) are used for evaluation. In our previous works [1] , [16] , we also tested several TempTypes extracted from heart-signal captured from fingers and observed similar performances. All these indicate that the use of single TempType reported so far is not adequate for biometric authentication using heart-signal.
A few attempts have been made to fuse more than one heart-biometric TempTypes. Li and Narayanan [17] fused temporal and cepstral feature-based templates, and reported that the fusion is helpful to boost authentication performance. Based on in this finding, a general implication is that fusion of existing TempTypes may be useful. At the same time, the following issues loom:
1) Is fusion of any set of TempTypes useful for improving authentication performance? 2) If not, how to select the best subset of a given set of TempTypes? 3) How to fuse a number of heterogeneous TempTypes with different dimensionalities and ranges of features' values? Many biometric TempTypes can be extracted from the signal obtained from a single modality. So, for a unimodal biometric system, it is important to select the best subset of TempTypes for fusion. To the best of our knowledge, no such system exists in the literature to select suitable TempTypes. In this work, we implement a set of state-of-the-art TempTypes, and propose an algorithm to select a subset of them for multi-template fusion. We also describe a template normalization method for the score level fusion for combining TempTypes with different dimensionalities and ranges of features' values. We evaluated the performances of individual TempTypes as well as the fusion of the selected TempTypes using a large in-house database of heart-signals captured from fingers. Experimental results demonstrate that the fusion of selected TempTypes dramatically improves authentication performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss biometric features and a number of existing TempTypes in the literature. In Section III, we describe a fusion method together with a template normalization method. In Section IV, we describe the proposed TempType selection algorithms. Experimental results are given in Section V. Finally, discussion about the results and conclusion are given in Section VI.
II. BIOMETRIC FEATURES AND TEMPLATES
The electrical signal produced by the heart is semi-periodic, and such a signal captured for a short period of time contains a sequence of heartbeats. During normal sinus rhythm, the signal of a complete heartbeat contains all morphological elements (e.g. P-wave, QRS-complex, and T-wave). Fig. 1 shows two heartbeats from two different individuals with fiducial points (P, Q, R, S, and T) marked. Inter-individual differences in temporal (e.g. P-P duration) and morphological (e.g. R-S amplitude) properties can be observed here.
Heart rate variability (HRV) is a natural process of a healthy heart, and it is associated with different conditions such as respiration, blood pressure, physical activities, and mental stress [18] . HRV may introduce intra-individual variability of temporal and morphological properties of heartbeats. We can minimize this intra-individual variability using heartbeat alignment techniques [19] , [20] , where all the heartbeats in a given signal are segmented and then aligned to obtain an equal number of samples in each heartbeat. By averaging these aligned heartbeats, we obtain an average heartbeat which could reveal the biometric properties of the heart-signal. Each column of Fig. 2 shows two average heartbeats for the same individual computed from two different heart-signals. It demonstrates intra-individual similarities and inter-individual differences of temporal and morphological features.
The basic idea of a biometric feature extraction from a heart-signal is to eradicate intra-individual variability and preserve the inter-individual variability. There are many morphological and temporal features which could be encoded into a biometric template. For biometric authentication gallery templates of a particular TempType is extracted from heart-signals of registered users and stored in a database. During authentication, a probe template of the same TempType is extracted and compared with the previously stored gallery template of the same user to make a decision (accept/reject). Fig. 3 outlines the authentication method using gallery and probe templates of a particular TempType. As mentioned before, Odinaka et al. [11] evaluated stateof-the-art biometric TempTypes using a large database of heart-signals. They used within-session and across-session heart-signals of different lengths for this evaluation. Table I shows the four best-performing TempTypes on acrosssession heart-signals with sixteen heartbeats. In our work, we have used these four TempTypes together with three other TempTypes for selection of an optimal subset. We present short descriptions about these TempTypes in the following subsections.
A. AUTO CORRELATION-DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORMATION (AC-DCT)
Auto correlation of a heart-signal can produce a large feature vector. Agrafioti and Hatzinakos [13] proposed to use discrete cosine transformation for dimensionality reduction of normalized autocorrelation of a signal, and used it as a biometric template. The advantage of this method is that it TABLE 1. Best performing heart-biometric TempTypes using across-session analysis reported in [11] .
does not require any heartbeat segmentation. This template was later used in several other works [21] .
B. HEART VECTOR (HV)
To construct this template, all QRS complexes (100 ms fragments of the signal centered at the position of R-peaks) of a heart-signal are segmented first. The one having the minimum sum-of-distance to all other QRS complexes is then selected as the HV. The distance between two QRS complexes is computed by adding the sample-wise amplitude differences between the signals, their first derivatives, and second derivatives. Although ECG signals from three channels were used in [4] , we have adapted this template to single channel heartsignal captured from fingers.
C. WAVELET DISTANCE MEASURE (WDM)
In this method [15] , a signal is segmented into heartbeats first. For each R-peak, a segment of the signal is taken around the peak such that it contains the most portion of a heartbeat. Then noisy heartbeats are discarded, and the average of the remaining heartbeats is taken. Detail coefficients of the discrete wavelet transform provide temporal and morphological features of the average heartbeat, and representing them as a feature vector yields a biometric template.
D. SHORT-TIME FREQUENCY (STF)
In this method [14] , a signal is segmented into individual heartbeats by taking a segment of 700 ms around an R-peak (200 ms prior to the peak). Each of these segmented heartbeats is first normalized by subtracting the sample mean and dividing by the standard deviation. Then spectrogram of short time (64 ms Hamming window with a step size of 10 ms) Fourier transform is computed, yielding 2048 time-frequency components for each heartbeat. Finally, the template is represented by maximum likelihood estimation for all heartbeats.
E. FIDUCIAL FEATURE-BASED TEMPLATE (FFT)
Fiducials are characteristic points on a heartbeat wave. FFT was used in several works [5] , [12] including one of the earliest works in heart biometrics [3] . In those works, various fiducials were detected and used to form a biometric template. Although some of these fiducials (e.g. R-peak) are VOLUME 5, 2017 easily detectable, others are not well defined, and detection of them on heartbeat waveform is difficult. Hence, in our work we have used several fiducial features based on peaks of the five prominent waves namely P, Q, R, S, and T. We have formed a fifteen-dimensional template by using average length of the PQ, QR, RS, ST, PR, QS, and RT segments; average amplitude of PR, QR, SR, and TR; and average ratio of amplitudes of QP and QR, QR and SR, and SR and ST segments.
F. SELF-ALIGNED MORPHOLOGY (SAM)
This feature is based on model-based alignment method [16] . At first peaks of the five waves (P, Q, R, S, T) are detected [22] , [23] , and each heartbeat (PP segment) in the signal are divided into five segments as PQ, QR, RS, ST, and TP. Then average duration of each of these segments for all the heartbeats is computed. Each segment in a heartbeat is resampled to have the same number of samples as in the corresponding average segments. This process, named as selfalignment, preserves both the temporal and morphological properties of a heartbeat. Then resampled segments in each heartbeat are concatenated together yielding an equal number of samples in each heartbeat. Finally, all the resampled heartbeats are averaged and used as a biometric template.
G. HEARTBEAT SHAPE (HBS)
In HBS template [24] , each of the heartbeats of a specimen is resampled to yield an equal number of samples, and then amplitudes are normalized to the range [0, 1]. Resampling error is reduced by filtering a heartbeat with a Gaussian second derivative kernel. Then filtered signals for several heartbeats are averaged, and amplitudes of the average signal are divided into several bins to construct an HBS feature vector. This process is repeated three times with three different Gaussian derivative kernels, and the template is obtained by concatenating the vectors.
III. FUSION METHOD
In order to improve authentication performance, multimodal and unimodal fusions of information are used in biometrics [25] . In this work, we investigate the unimodal fusion of state-of-the-art TempTypes extracted from heartsignal. Fusion of these TempTypes can be accomplished at different levels such as feature level, score level, and decision level. In biometrics research community, the score level fusion is the most popular technique considering authentication performance and computational efficiency [25] , [26] . Here, matching scores of corresponding probe and gallery TempTypes are combined to obtain a combined score s as shown in Fig. 4 .
A biometric template of a particular TempType t i consists of a set of features, and is represented as a feature vector of dimension d i . In score level fusion, at first, a probe temple t p i ∈ t i is compared with corresponding gallery template t g i ∈ t i to obtain the matching score s i for TempType t i using
(1) There are different ways to fuse matching scores from all TempTypes under consideration such as combinational-based (a.k.a. transformation-based), classifier-based, and densitybased methods [25] , [27] . Among them, the combinationalbased method is a reasonable, simple, and efficient [27] . Here the fusion rule is defined as a linear combination of the matching scores [5] , [28] from n TempTypes using
where f (s i ) is a transformation of the matching score and w i is the weight for TempType t i . Finally, a simple decision rule based on the fused score s is used for authentication as follows
where t the operational threshold. A biometric authentication method can make two types of errors: false match and false non-match. A method's false match rate (FMR) and false non-match rate (FNMR) depend on the operating threshold t. However, for a given biometric system, it is not possible to reduce both of these errors simultaneously. Hence, equal error rate (EER) of false matches and false non-matches is considered as the standard of measuring the performance of an authentication method [29] , [30] . The operating threshold t can be set to the value which results in the equal error rate (EER) on a validation set.
Another concern of fusion is that the dimensions of the templates from different TempTypes may not be the same, and the values of different features may have different ranges, leading to different ranges of matching scores for different TempTypes. Hence, normalization of matching scores is important to remove the bias toward any TempType. To achieve this goal, we describe a template normalization method in Subsection A. Another important issue is the estimation of weights w i for TempType t i used in the linear combination in (2), and we discuss it in Subsection B.
A. TEMPLATE NORMALIZATION METHOD
For linear combination, the normalization of matching scores is an important step. In existing works, this is done by normalizing the scores using parameters computed from the whole set of scores obtained from a given set of biometric samples. This makes normalization process dependent on a training set. Furthermore, it becomes sensitive to outliers [27] , [31] . In this work, we use a novel technique to normalize the template itself rather than the scores. Hence, matching of two such normalized templates yields a score in the range [0] [1] . No training set is required and outliers have no effect on this normalization.
Suppose t 1 i , t 2 i , and t 3 i are three templates of TempType t i , where t 1 i , t 2 i are from the same person and t 3 i is from a different person. According to the basic assumption in biometrics, templates (of the same TempType) from different individuals are expected to be non-correlated due to the inter-individual variability. As the intra-individual variability is small, it may be manifested as a small scale change between two templates of the same individual i.e. t 1 i = ct 2 i , where c is a constant. Hence, we define the normalization as
where j = 1, 2, 3 for this example. This process is helpful in two different ways: i) It eliminates the effect of scale change on TempType matching, as shown in (5). 
Now, by using these normalized templates, we can rewrite the fusion rule in (2) as
B. WEIGHT ESTIMATION Several methods of weight estimation for fusion using a linear combination of matching scores have been proposed in the literature [27] , [28] . Equal error rate weighted (EERW) method is a commonly used method [5] , [27] where weights depend on EERs of the respective TempTypes. Due to the distance-based rule as in (7), weights become proportional to the EERs of all TempTypes. Hence, the estimated weight w i for TempType t i is
where e i is the EER computed on a given training set.
IV. THE PROPOSED TEMPLATE SELECTION ALGORITHM
Suppose that we have a set of TempTypes T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n }. The objective of template selection is to select T * ⊆ T , such that T * = ∅, using For n TempTypes, the complexity of the search for the optimum solution by brute force method is O(2 n ). To reduce the complexity, we use an intelligent hill-climbing search (Algorithm 1) for an optimal solution. In this technique, we start with a state containing a single TempType which yields the best individual authentication performance among the n TempTypes. Then a set of candidate states is generated by adding each of the remaining TempTypes with the current state. A greedy method is used to select the next state from the set by selecting the state which yields the minimum EER using the fusion of the TempTypes in it. We continue in this way while a better authentication performance of a candidate state is found. Thus the Algorithm 1 ends up at a minimum C.
In order to escape from a local minimum or plateau, we use the valley-walk approach as presented in Algorithm 2. Here, the objective is to find a state yielding a better EER than the current local minima C. From C, we generate candidate states as before and select the one with the minimum EER even if its EER is higher than j(C). We continue in this way until we find a state which has EER less than j(C) or all remaining TempTypes are exhausted. If such a state is found, the hill climbing search in Algorithm 1 is restarted from this state.
The TEMPLATE-SELECTION function iterates m times where m < n. Once it reaches a local minimum, it calls the VALLEY-WALK function. The VALLEY-WALK iterates maximum n − m − 1 times, if no better state than the current 
return VALLEY-WALK(T , Next, pMin); End End local minimum is found. If a better state is found, it returns to the TEMPLATE-SELECTION, which iterates again to find another minimum. In all cases, the total number of iterations is n-1. For n TempTypes the arg min function requires O(n) times considering the time for the function j is constant for a given dataset. Hence, the computational complexity of this algorithm is O(n 2 ).
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A multisession in-house database of heart-signals was built as was described in our previous works [1] , [16] . In this earlier version, it consisted of 448 records collected from 112 individuals in two different sessions, i.e., each individual contributed four records (two records per session). We have extended the database to have 656 records from 164 individuals collected in two sessions. We used a commercially available finger-based ECG device to capture each record of ECG signal for fifteen seconds from the thumbs of a subject at a sampling frequency of 250 Hz. A user only needed to place her or his thumbs of both hands on the dry conducting electrodes without requiring any other preparation. The average interval between the two sessions is more than two months.
A. PARTICULARS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF TEMPLATES
In order to extract a biometric template from a record of heart-signal, there are several steps including preprocessing, heartbeat segmentation, peaks detection, feature extraction, and encoding. In the preprocessing step, we used a bandpass Butterworth filter of order four with cut-off frequencies of 0.25 and 40 Hz to remove different types of noise such as power-line interface, baseline wanders, and patientelectrode motion artifacts. Then we detected the R-peaks by an efficient curvature-based method [23] . The remaining peaks were detected as local maxima or minima of different waves of the augmented-Hilbert transform of the first derivative of the signal [22] . We used this processed signal to extract the six TempTypes, except AC-DCT, described in Section II. For the AC-DCT TempType, we computed eightydimensional normalized auto-correlation from each of the preprocessed record and dimensionality was reduced to thirty by using DCT. We implemented all methods of TempType extraction following the descriptions provided by the respective authors as closely as possible.
B. WEIGHT ESTIMATION PROTOCOLS
For weight estimation, we need a training dataset. Based on the training set, the weight estimation process as described in Section III.B can be divided into two different protocols: i) across-session weight estimation, and ii) within-session weight estimation. These protocols are discussed below.
1) ACROSS-SESSION WEIGHT ESTIMATION
This is a frequently used weight estimation method in the literature [5] . In this protocol, each TempType is used individually to compute the authentication performance (EER) using the training dataset. To compute EER of a particular TempType t i , we used one record from a session as gallery and two records from the other session as training data for all 164 individuals. We repeat this experiment four times and calculated the average EER e i . Then we computed the weight for each modality by using (8) . Hence, the estimation of weight depended on all sessions. Although this method may yield better authentication performance, using data from multiple sessions could be inconvenient in biometrics.
2) WITHIN-SESSION WEIGHT ESTIMATION
In this protocol, individual performance (EER) for each TempType is computed using within-session data only. This method could be more convenient in a biometric system design. As it does not require data from multiple sessions, it saves the design and installment time. For each TempType, we used one record from one session as gallery data and the remaining record from the same session as training data for all 164 individuals. Hence, gallery data for authentication and weight estimation remained the same, but the training data was not used for authentication as discussed in the following section. Then weight for the fusion was computed from these values using (8) . Thus, the weight estimation depended on only one session, unlike the across-session protocol.
C. RESULTS
At first, we evaluated the individual performances of the seven TempTypes using gallery and probe (test) datasets. In order to evaluate the authentication performance of a particular TempType, we carried out a four-fold validation with four different sets of gallery and probe templates. We used across-session authentication only (for individual TempTypes as well as fusion of multiple TempType as described in next paragraph) because this is practically more acceptable to demonstrate the robustness of a method. We used one template from one session as gallery template and two templates from the other session as probe templates for a particular fold. Then, the average FMR and FNMR (for four folds) were calculated for a given threshold t. In this way, we computed average FMR and FNMR for different values of tranging from 0 to 1 with an increment of 0.001. Then, EER was determined for the threshold at which the difference between average FMR and FNMR was the minimum. Table II shows the average authentication performances of the TempTypes and compares with the results reported in [11] .
We implemented the template selection algorithms as described in Section IV. In order to evaluate the authentication performance resulted by the fusion of a given subset of these TempTypes, we carried out four-fold validation with across-session authentication similar to the experiments with individual TempType. In fact, we carried out these experiments with weights obtained from across-session estimation and within-session estimation protocols separately. For the across-session weight estimation, we used EERs in Table II obtained by our implementation to compute the weights by using (8) . These weights remained the same for all the four folds of the experiments. For the within-session weight estimation, weights were changed during each of the four folds depending on the gallery and probe templates.
Algorithm 1 initially selected the best performing TempType, and then it went through several iterations (less than the number of TempTypes). At each iteration, the algorithm considered all the remaining TempTypes, and incrementally selected the best subset of templates until a local minimum was found. Then the VALLEY-WALK tried to avoid possible non-optimal local minima. Table III and IV shows the results produced by the execution of the TEMPLATE-SELECTION and VALLEY-WALK algorithms using across-session and within-session weight estimation protocols, respectively.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Many heart-biometric templates, reported in the literature, exhibited excellent authentication performance when evaluated with within-session data. However, the recent evaluation of these templates using across-session database collected from a large number of individuals showed that the real authentication performance is significantly lower. In Table II , we have shown the EERs for the best four TempTypes reported in the literature and obtained by our evaluation. These confirm that existing TempTypes are inadequate to capture all biometric features of a heart-signal, resulting in unsatisfactory authentication performance.
It is generally assumed that fusion of multiple TempTypes from the same modality could be useful to improve authentication performance. However, this may not be always true because the features encoded into different TempTypes might be correlated and hence the improvement due to their fusion may not be significant. We can consider that fusion of a set of TempTypes is beneficial if the resultant performance is better than the best performing individual TempType. From Table III and IV, it can be observed that fusion of AC-DCT with other TempType is degenerative while the fusions among other TempTypes helped to improve performances. Hence, the proposed algorithm is useful to decide whether a fusion improves authentication performance. It is also useful to select a subset of TempTypes for fusion to obtain an optimal performance from a given set. The proposed greedy algorithm is computationally very efficient for this purpose.
Using across-session estimation, we obtained an optimal performance by fusion of three TempTypes {WDM, FFT, STF}. On the other hand, for within-session estimation, we obtained an optimal performance by fusion of five TempTypes {WDM, FFT, SAM, STF, HBS}. In both cases, we obtained more that 5% improvement of performance (i.e. reduction of EER) as compared to the best performing TempType (i.e. WDM). This is a significant improvement for biometric authentication using across-session heart-signals. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 compare the performances of each of the selected TempTypes when applied individually, of their fusion, and of the fusion of all seven TempTypes for two weight estimation protocols. It can be observed that in both cases, the fusion of the selected TempTypes yields the best authentication performances.
From the above discussions, it is evident that the selection of TempTypes, for fusion, by the proposed algorithm demonstrates significant improvement in authentication performance. Hence, the proposed algorithm is certainly useful for selection of proper TempTypes for unimodal fusion. The obtained results could also pave the way for further research to develop better templates such that a reasonable performance could be obtained, and consequently, the heart can be more acceptable as a secured biometric modality. Although we have applied the proposed algorithm for the fusion of TempTypes extracted from the same modality, it is equally applicable for multimodal fusion. Hence, this algorithm might be extended to select suitable modalities for optimal performance, which we leave here as our future endeavor.
